
Sea View Villa Raul in Crete Details

PID : 33838

Price : 95 USD

Bedrooms : 1

Sleeps : 2

Baths : 1

Country : Greece

Region : Crete

Town : Palekastro

Description

An appealing property set in an open landscape on the edge of the Mediterranean sea, with

magnificent panoramic views of sea and white mountains amid perfect tranquility.

Villa Raul consists of four adjoining single units and one separate villa rental accommodation.

The views of the sea and the sky stretch as far as the eye can see and at night, the starry lights of

Kolymbari are clearly visible across the water.

There is a large car parking area, a well tended lawn at the front and a large and magnificent

swimming pool (with sea water) above the breaking waves at the water edge. Built in traditional

style the accommodation is light and airy but during those hot balmy nights, air conditioning will

provide extra comfort.

As you open the balcony door, stand back and take in the glorious views across the garden, the

swimming pool and out to sea. Each unit has a spacious and private balcony and with the doors

open, the view is fantastic even from the inside of every front room.

There are 2 one bedroom apartments of 40sq.m. They consist of one twin bedroom. On the

sitting/dining area there is a sofa, a satellite TV and a dining table with chairs. At one side of the

room there is an open plan kitchen, equipped with a 3 ring stove, oven, grill, fridge/freezer, coffee

maker, toaster, squeezer and kitchenette.

The bathroom is equipped with modern shower with hydro massage. All bedrooms have

air-conditioning. Linen and towels are provided. Both apartments have balconies with panoramic

sea view and garden furniture. From the balconies stairs lead to the garden and the pool area.

Rental Conditions

Prices

Normal : 95 USD

To see more details please click Internet Villa Holidays.com
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